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The display will show Out of Order if any 'hard' error occurs. You can view the error log
by using Clear, 9, 9, 9, ENTER and navigate to the Error Log. Hold CLEAR for three
seconds while viewing the error log to clear the entire log.

There are two ways to get an Out of Order message without logging an error:
● A) Set the Dormant Mode to 'OUT OF ORDER'. This would typically be done if the

treadmill is down for mechanical maintenance, parts are on order, etc.
● If the power is cycled quickly, between 2-5 seconds. The drive issues a Low Voltage

Condition as it slowly powers down, causing OUT OF ORDER to be shown on the
console. This is NOT an error and it is not logged. If the unit is powered up before the
drive completes the power-down sequence, this message will be left on the screen when
no actual error condition exists. Cycling power correctly will reset the console.

Single digit errors are generated oy the display board. The display software has determined an
error condition exists that either doesn't involve the drive or hasn't caused the drive to
malfunction. All errors generated by or reported by the motor controller are double or triple digit.

Error Code Short Description

1: No Speed at Startup

3: Speed Irregularity I Underspee~

5 Drive Communication Lost

6: Speed Irregularity I Overspeed

7: Controller Fold-back

8: Approaching Over-Temperature

9: Display watchdog triggered (previously 'frozen displays')

92: Over Current (Output)

93: Over Voltage (DC Link)

94: Over Heat (Heatsink)

95: Low Voltage (DC Link)

96: Thermal Integrator of output current

98: Display Communication Lost - Belt speed zero

99: Display Communication Lost - Belt moving

103: Input Current OC trip (Drives with PFC only)

105: Thermal Integrator of Input Current (Drives with PFC only)

140: Can not find home position on power-up

141: Can not find home position in normal use

142: Out of incline range (over 15% or lower than -3%)

150: Out of Speed Range (over 150hz)


